
JUST SAY KNOW ESSAY

YEARS OF "JUST SAY NO" VERSUS "JUST SAY KNOW": Reevaluating .. In this essay, he declares:" We as a Nation
have come out of a period which.

To successfully accomplish this task, school-based programs must provide accurate, age-appropriate
infomation concerning all drugs, not just the illicit ones. Drug education should focus on the learning of
decision-making skills in hopes of generating more responsible, informed consumers whose choice to use
particular substances would pose less problematic potential than if Ihey were instructed to simply Just Say No
or told nothing at all. Journal of Drug Education 9 3 :  Goldstein, and J. Both teenagers died due to water
intoxication as they drank too much water after ingesting ecstasy. Garfield, and J. Rathbone , At least initially,
the increasing demonization of heroin and cocaine in the s and marijuana in the s was accompanied by efforts
to alert the populace to these menaces threatening the nation. She recalls feeling impressed by a need to
educate the youth about drugs and drug abuse. As revealed in this review, although the particular substances
targeted by such efforts have changed over time, the approaches employed to dissuade their use have remained
remarkably the same. They give in to peer pressure, refusing to march to the beat of a different drummer. E
and similar organisations remain active, they no longer have the same reach as they did during their heyday in
the '80s and early '90s. Therefore, the privileges that the First Lady could utilise to support various causes
came alongside a need to adhere to the public's expectations for how a First Lady could or should behave.
Palley, and S. With headlines announcing "The New Narcotic Menace" and the "Crusade Against Marijuana,"
articles that contained remarkably similar accounts appeared in major newspapers and national magazines.
Reflective of similar statutes enacted elsewhere, the California Education Code of provided the following
directions in regard to curriculum: Instruction must be given in all grades of school and in all classes during
the entire school course, in manners and morals, and upon the nature of alcohol and narcotics and their effects
upon the human system. I suppose John was not a strong person. Hunt and her colleagues also devoted
considerable time and effort to conducting teacher training as well as assisting authors of popular school
physiology and hygiene texts in making the necessary revisions required to earn coveted WCTU approval cf.
Such methods would capture salient information in cognitive, affective, and contextual domains. I am not
aware of any drug knowledge questionnaires employed for evaluative purposes that have been specifically
designed to assess potential misuse. What such a drug knowledge questionnaire would hope to gauge is
illustrated by the following questions pertaining to alcohol use. Of central importance to this article is the
respective role and importance of information provision among the various educational perspectives that have
been influential at different points along the historical timeline. Whether out of ignorance or under the
influence of prevailing misconceptions, the potential for misuse and actual harm is heightened among alcohol
users or prospective users unable to correctly answer one or more of the above questions. In popular
school-based drug education programs, students are often given information by police officers and former
drug addicts, told of the dangers of using drugs through techniques often intended to arouse their fears, given
rewards such as T-shirts and bumper stickers for complying with the no-use message, and taught how to refuse
the use of substances through decision-making programs Brown, D'Emidio-Caston, and Pollard  The WCTU
perceived alcohol and, to a lesser extent, tobacco, opium, and other narcotics to be the primary cause for most
of the social ills besetting a rapidly growing and changing America Austin ; Cook  Government Printing
Offlce. To achieve this goal, a team of carefully chosen substance abuse experts might be consulted in
determining the most crucial as well as acceptable questions to ask about each drug. Teaching topics on
narcotics. Leiter, F. As a consequence of knowing, a prioro, the truth about certain "bad drugs," school-based
prevention easily falls prey to reliance on select and suspect scientific "facts" for the purposes of
indoctrination more than true education. History of Education Quarterly  Of course, they are talking about
illegal drugs, and in most cases, they are right. In Drug use in America: Problem in perspecctive. Overton, F.
Thomas, Ontario, Canada: Alma College. For some students, that may mean the ability to develop
decision-making skills that lead them to avoid alcohol, tobacco, and illegal drugs completely; for other
students, that might mean being more careful than they previously were when they are experimenting with
substances; for others, that might mean making the decision to get help for a substance abuse problem. States
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and local school districts where "dry" remained strong continued to instruct students about the evils of alcohol
and the benefits of abstinence. Washington City Paper, December, 7. If only he'd stuck with John Philip Sousa
and Frankie Yankovic, he wouldn't have died of a drug overdose five years ago. There is no formal job
description or training, and the occupants are granted a great deal of flexibility in how they choose to use their
platform. But if my parents had accepted the scheme, I would have gone along with it, in the spirit of "if it
works, fine.


